One day, as I was working with a student after school on a problem involving division with decimals, I told him which number goes in the “division house.” Suddenly the student blurted out, “That is not what my teacher told me, and I hate math!” I knew I had not yet found the key to helping this student. Was I addressing how he felt about math? Should I put the problem away and start over with the beauty of decimals, those smaller-than-one numbers that enable us to measure the speed of an Olympic athlete, the diameter of a pinhead, or the exact length of a ladybug? Teaching afterschool allows for such inner dialogues. As a learning support specialist providing academic support services both during school time and after school, I had the opportunity to dig deep.

I decided to find out how my other students felt about math. The emotional worry in some of their statements surprised me. They voiced intense, passionate feelings: “Math is boring . . . slow . . . hard for me.” “Fractions are hard. They burn like lava!” “Math is like a scary movie.”

My background as a certified classroom teacher and my work with students after school inspired me to explore new ways to help students learn math. Despite my lack of background in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math), I have always been fascinated by the myths that plague the teaching and learning of math.

I want my students to make the meaningful connection to math that I myself was able to make only as an adult. In school, I struggled to remember complex math procedures. As my attention slipped away, the teacher at the front of the classroom became a blur, like a prolonged fade in a movie. Math started to make sense to me only later, when I went back to school as an adult and drew on my experience as a dancer. I noted that balancing equations was similar to feeling balanced physically in the studio. Math and dance also share other common
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Where Does Math Anxiety Come From?

Buckley and Ribordy (1982) define math anxiety as an “inconceivable dread of mathematics that can interfere with manipulating numbers and solving mathematical problems within a variety of everyday life and academic situations” (p. 1). Common characteristics of math anxiety include “rigid thinking, lack of perseverance, poor or inconsistent performance, avoidance, and a resistance to monitoring one’s thinking about math” (Furner & Gonzalez-De Hass, 2011, p. 228). Recognizing math anxiety as a problem, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 1989) recommended that teachers assess their students’ mathematical dispositions.

The need is urgent, as Furner and Gonzalez-DeHass (2011) point out: “Clearly, mathematics anxiety is not the sole reason for low math achievement in this country; nevertheless, it is a critical academic problem” (p. 227). Furthermore, NCTM (2000) emphasizes as a “first principle” the importance of keeping opportunities to excel in math open to all students, including those who struggle with it.

Much of the research on math anxiety focuses on causes. Jackson and Leffingwell (1999) list causes including “[c]ommunication and language barriers, quality of instruction, evaluation methods, and difficulty of materials” (p. 88). Other causes of math anxiety include the negative attitudes that can be inadvertently communicated by teachers and parents who are themselves afraid of math (Kutner, 1992). An Education Week blog (Heitin, 2015) even suggests that “the beginnings of math anxiety in students can often be traced to the day they go to school and learn about fractions.” After all, fractions (like decimals) are much harder to visualize or find in real life than are whole numbers (Heitin, 2015).

My own practice suggests that strict emphasis on procedures and facts reinforces math anxiety. When teachers focus on performance, emphasizing grades or acquisition of specific skills, students come to believe that their performance depends on their ability—and that their ability is not sufficient (Furner & Gonzalez-DeHass, 2011). Instead of setting performance goals, Furner and Gonzalez-DeHass (2011) suggest, teachers can better serve their students by focusing on mastery goals. “In a mastery goal classroom, success is defined by improvement, value is placed on effort and the process of learning, satisfaction is gained from working hard and learning something new” (p. 236). Performance goals are often met in a climate of competition that prizes speed, memorization of facts, and acquisition of specific skills. In contrast, mastery goals emphasize real-world application and problem solving. Though students do need to perform procedures and understand concepts, they have achieved mastery when they can successfully apply concepts to such tasks as solving problems and predicting outcomes.

In the real world, the heart of math is problem solving. Artists consider proportion in composing their creations. Carpenters take exact measurements to ensure that their fi-
nal products come out straight and solid. Setting up math problems in such everyday contexts motivates students to develop their mastery. Driven by the desire to answer meaningful questions, students can overcome math anxiety.

Inquiry: How Do Students Feel About Math?
I often wondered how I could align real-life experience to student mastery of specific math concepts and procedures. To find out, I started by gathering data from my students. Drawing on work on measuring math attitudes by Tapia and Marsh (2004), I developed a survey and gave it to five of my students, grades 4–6, who struggled with math. The survey asked students to respond to a set of statements on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 indicating complete agreement and 1 indicating total disagreement. For example, one statement was “When I hear the word math, I feel excited.” Two students gave this statement a 1, two gave it a 2 or 3, and one gave it a 4. By contrast, three students agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “Math stresses me out,” though two students rated this statement 1 or 2. Perhaps these students weren’t aware of their stress or simply weren’t stressed despite their struggle.

Three students out of the five disagreed with the statement, “I like solving math problems in a group.” These same students disagreed with the statement that they could see themselves doing math their whole lives. I wondered whether these students were reluctant to solve math problems in a group because they were not confident in their ability to communicate with peers about increasingly hard-to-picture concepts such as decimals or fractions.

My survey also included open-ended questions, which elicited the comments I cite in the introduction of this article. For case studies of my new approach to math instruction based on real-life problem solving, I chose students who clearly had a high degree of math anxiety: “Terry,” who said that math “is like a scary movie,” and “Avery,” who said that math “burns like lava.” (The names are pseudonyms.)

Case Studies in Mastery Through Problem Solving
Since I work with students individually, I already understood a great deal about these two students’ math confusions, but I knew I could learn more. For both students, I intentionally created open-ended problem-solving activities that would require them to use math concepts to make or construct something. Each project took two to four of our once-a-week sessions. The problems I chose were based on the preferences and interests that the students had listed on intake forms or that I had observed.

Parachutes and Decimals
Terry was a sixth-grader with a definite inner intensity. He loved speed, including finishing his homework in record time, and liked sports. He needed to work on decimals, so I designed activities, based on his interests, that would require calculating with decimals and finding averages.

One day, when Terry arrived for his session, I sprang the news: “We are going to do an experiment today, and one of us will need to stand on my giant stool.” Terry looked puzzled, which was perfect. “First, though,” I said, “you need to make some parachutes.”

Terry seemed pleased that my usual mantra about “diving into decimals” had been back-burnered for the day. He was a ball of action and words. “Where’s the stool? Where are the parachutes? What will be attached? A Lego man? Cool! How about a hippo? Let’s try a giraffe! Which one will hit the ground faster? Let’s just tie them all together and watch them all crash into the ground at once!”

The project began with a flurry of materials: tape, yarn, Lego characters, hole punch, and plastic bags. Terry was moving at the speed he loves most: fast!

The math investigation would require Terry to calculate the average time it took for two different kinds of parachutes to reach the ground with the courageous Lego man. I was the one who got to stand on the giant stool. (I didn’t want to explain to his parents how Terry sprained his ankle while learning math.) I dropped the parachutes while Terry timed the drops to the thousandth of a second, using a computer-generated stopwatch, and then recorded the times. Finally, he computed average times for the two different parachutes.
As Terry worked on this second investigation, he took the reins and displayed real confidence, apparently fueled by his success with the parachutes. He was less worried about his performance and more focused on mastering the core math ideas. He found the solution: “Figure out that the triangles were in the rectangle and to match up the triangles with the pattern.” We extended this challenge to create fraction problems comparing the number of black triangles with the number of white triangles.

This kind of spatial awareness, seeing how bigger shapes were made up of smaller pieces, enabled Avery to see the beauty of the whole as well as the pattern created by the smaller parts. These activities addressed Avery’s struggle with spatial organization and fractions. The combination of math and design allowed her to begin to overcome her math anxiety. Like Terry, she became more interested in understanding the underlying concepts and less worried about simply getting the problem right. She was shifting her focus away from performance and toward mastery. Her teacher emailed about Avery’s progress: “She is finally asking questions in class. She is at least able to voice her concerns. Before she didn’t even know where to begin to ask for help” (personal communication, May 2013).

**Changes in Attitudes About Math**

There was never an “Aha!” moment with either of these students. However, the experience of success and the exhilaration of completing their math investigations mitigated their fear. As Terry and Avery shifted their focus from performance to mastery, the undercurrent of anxiety that had governed their relationship with math was lessened.
I confirmed this finding when I administered my survey a second time. Terry, who had previously compared math to a “scary movie,” now compared math to a “book with many surprises.” He agreed that he enjoyed discussing math with peers and that he could see himself doing math his whole life. Similarly, Avery no longer thought that math “burns like lava.” After her quilt investigations, she said that, although math was difficult, it could also be “fun or easy like pie.”

I have continued to work with Avery. She still has difficulty putting math concepts into words. However, one day when I asked her to compare two fractions, she surprised me by drawing a beautiful picture that clearly depicted a well-grounded understanding. When we moved into area and perimeter, Avery cheerfully suggested designing a zombie park!

Implications for Practice
Terry and Avery have not finished their stories. Someday, they may find that challenging their fear of math helped them develop some of their greatest strengths, such as curiosity, confidence, and initiative. Any teacher or youth leader, in or out of school, knows that our best moments come when our “unreachable” participants get back in the game, building confidence with each new success. When students formerly blocked by fear change their trajectory, obstacles become stepping stones.

To achieve this result, we have to appreciate the role of emotions in learning. The point is not just to present students with fun activities. We have to address their anxiety to help them find their inner mathematicians. Once their emotional block is addressed, students are less likely to impose self-limiting beliefs that they don’t “fit the math mold” or can’t learn math. Using real-world experiences to teach math concepts will help them shift their focus away from anxiety about their performance so they can engage in learning. As Furner and Berman (2003) have said, “Educators can play an instrumental role in fostering an environment that focuses on numeracy, and help reduce students’ feelings of inadequacy and lack of confidence when working with mathematical ideas” (p. 173).

I recently team-taught a workshop on the benefits of STEM learning after school. I cannot describe the fun I had watching the teachers design the “perfect” carrier to bring a Lego character down a zip line. Some of the carriers failed, but we all laughed when the Lego people spilled to the floor. This activity had many embedded math problems: How fast were the carriers traveling? How did their size affect their speed and the distance they traveled? Adults who want to help students with math will be richly rewarded if they choose to entice students with problems that relate to everyday life. The excitement generated by even one positive math experience may turn some of our math-shy participants into the creators, designers, and problem solvers of the future.
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